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Housekeeping Issues
• All participants are muted and video is turned off – if 
you would like to participate using video, feel free to 
start your camera.
• Please type comments and questions in the chat box 
and they will be answered following the presentation.
• This webinar is being recorded and will be uploaded 
into the Moodle (for Little STEAMers teachers) and 
onto Digital Commons
Webinar Objectives:
Identify the progression of how infants, toddlers, and young children begin 
to make sense of their world. 
Describe how sorting in early childhood lays the foundation for later 
success in mathematics and science.
Identify simple ways to incorporate sorting exercises into the early 
childhood classroom.
Explore several activities that incorporate sorting with kindergarten 
readiness mathematics and STEAM learning.













Find the blue crayons
Separate the dirty 
laundry by color
Order the socks from 
shortest to longest




Put away the groceries
Organize the art 
supplies
Sort the laundry
Place the cards into 
piles
Why Should My Students Be Doing This?
The development of pattern recognition.
The understanding of categories and characteristics.
Building a foundation for algebraic thinking.
The development of strong observational skills




Classifying items by single 
attributes
Recognizing & creating patterns
Understanding patterns, relations, & 
functions
Comparing sets for differences & 
similarities
Recognizing relationships between 
sets
Understanding how rules apply to 
sets
Source: Sorting Skill Importance
Lack of sorting skills correlates 
with possible struggles in:
Understanding how to connect 
new pieces of knowledge with 
what is already known
Making informed judgements
Making and enacting decisions
Coping with events that are out 
of routine
Dealing with the unexpected
Five Disciplines of Math:
Number Sense- the development of a deep understanding of numbers and the 
number system, to compose a decompose numbers and understand their various 
relationships
Algebra- the understanding of patterns and relationships, including sorting and 
categorizing
Geometry- the understanding of spatial relationships, propositional terms, and 
the properties of two and three-dimensional shapes
Measurement- the ability to make comparisons and order, understanding 
measureable attributes
Data Analysis & Probability- understanding data as a means of conveying 
organized information, the understanding that certain variables affect data
Source: The Kindergarten Connection
Classification in Science:
Physical Properties of 
materials 
Color, density, boiling/freezing points, 
state of matter, dissolves in water, pH, 
etc...
Characteristics of living things
Animal, Plant, Fungi, Protist, Bacteria
# of legs, lives in water, flies, eats 
meat, lays eggs, etc…
How Do I Get Started?
Through Play.
Guidelines
1. Children decide which 
characteristic to sort by
2. Children should physically sort 
the objects
3. They will be able to describe 
their rationale for sorting
Source: Benefits of Sorting Activities
Rock Sorting
Center Explorations and Daily Activities
Include a variety of ‘sortable’ objects in sensory 
table/sensory bin
Use ‘math talk’ when discussing sortable objects
Most, least, more, fewer, same as, equal, etc...
Sort ‘science’ items: rocks, leaves, flowers, etc… 
Literacy: Books about sorting; ability to discuss how and why 




Books & Activities from Erikson Institute
Exactly the Opposite, Five Creatures, Is it Red? 
Is it Yellow? Is it Blue?, Opposites, A Pair of 
Socks
A Mixed Up Animal Collage (Education.com)
Sorting by Sounds 
Jingle Bell Sort (Sample Activity)
Initial Sounds (Sample Activity)
Sort another way…
How are they sorted?
Organizations
• Christina Tondevold
- Building Math 
Minds





• Challenging Young 
Children through Simple 
Sorting and Classifying: A 
Developmental Approach 
by Daniel Platz (2004)
• Preschool Math: All Sorts 
of Sorting! By 
Education.com
• Sorting and acting with 
objects in early childhood: 
an exploration of the use 
of casual cues by Nazzi & 
Gopnik
Books
• Do You Know Which 
Ones Will Grow? by 
Susan A. Shea
• Sort it Out! by 
Barbara Mariconda
• Where Is My Baby? 











June 1st (tentative) Loose Parts
LS Teacher Input Questionnaire 
Moodle ~ learning.imsa.edu
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All articles and suggestions for 
activities are located in the Focus 
Activity #2: Sorting section of the 
Moodle.
